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1 Introduction
Today much of the existing electronic data lies outside of database management system: it lies in
structured documents like HTML and SGML, nonstandard data formats, legacy systems, etc. The
structure of this \non-relational" data is sometimes
irregular, often unknown in advance, and even when
it is known, it may change often and without notice
(e.g. data on the Web).
Research on semistructured data has aimed
at extending database management techniques
to data with irregular, unknown, or often
changing structure. Most of the research has
focused on the logical data model and on
query languages for semistructured data. Several query languages have been proposed: e.g.
Lorel [AQM+ 97], UnQL [BDHS96], MSL [PAGM96],
StruQL [FFLS97a, FFLS97b]. Some research resulted in prototypes using semistructured data for
tasks like heterogeneous data integration (Tsimmis [PGMW95]), management of semistructured
data (Lore [QRS+ 95, AQM+ 97, MAG+ 97]), Web-site
management (Strudel [FFK+ 98]), data conversion
(Yat [CDSS98]). Other research e orts have focused on schema formalisms for semistructured
data [NUWC97, BDFS97, GW97, MS99, BM99],
schema
extraction
[NAM97],
optimizations [AV97, Suc96, Suc97, FS98, MW97], indexing [MWA+ 98, MS99]. Two excellent tutorials
on semistructured data are available, by Abiteboul [Abi97] and Buneman [Bun97].
This paper argues that the research on semistructured data is receiving a new set of challenges
with the advent of XML (Extensible Mark-up Language [Bos97, Con98]). This is a new standard approved by the World Wide Web Consortium that
many believe will become the de facto data exchange
format for the Web. XML supports the electronic
exchange of machine-readable data (while HTML is
designed primarily for human-readable documents).
XML data shares many features of semistructured
data: its structure can be irregular, is not always

known ahead of time, and may change frequently and
without notice. On the other hand it is easy to convert data from any source into XML which will make
it attractive for organizations to \publish" their information sources in XML, and thus make them available to other XML applications on the Web.
For XML applications to reach their full potential
however, we need to build the right tools to process data in this new format. Existing Web tools
(browsers, search engines) are oriented toward document operations . For XML we need database operations , like data extraction, data integration, data
translation, data storage. The research done so far
on semistructured data may o er some solutions to
the database problems posed by XML. For example
the recently proposed query language for XML, called
XML-QL [DFF+ 98b, DFF+ 98a] has been designed by
transferring techniques from semistructured data to
XML. But, as we argue in this paper, XML and its
predicted applications require solutions to problems
which the research on semistructured data has not
yet addressed (e.g. type inference), or has not considered important (e.g. distributed evaluation), or
simply hasn't found solutions yet (e.g. storage).
The paper starts with a brief tutorial on semistructured data and an overview of XML (Sec. 2 and 3).
Then it compares XML with the semistructured data
model, and the XML schemas (DTD's) with some
schemas proposed for semistructured data (Sec. 4).
In Sec. 6 the paper poses a few challenges for research
on semistructured data, derived from predicted XML
applications.

2 Semistructured Data
2.1

Data Model

OEM The OEM model (Object Exchange Model)

is the de facto model for semistructured data and
was originally introduced for the Tsimmis [PGMW95]
data integration project. We follow here the presentation in Lore [QRS+ 95]. OEM is a graph-based,
self-describing object instance model. Data is repre-
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Figure 1: OEM Data
sented by a collection of objects . Each object can be
atomic or complex. The value of an atomic object is
of some base type (integer, string, image, sound, etc).
The value of a complex object is a set of (attribute,
object) pairs. In summary data in OEM is a graph
in which the nodes are the objects and the edges are
labeled with attribute names, and in which some leaf
nodes1 have an associated atomic value. The graph
has a root , i.e. a distinguished object with all other
objects are accessible from it.
Figure 1 illustrates an example of some OEM bibliography data, and its textual representation2 is given
in Fig. 2. Here &o12, &o43, etc. are oids : when
the underlying graph is a tree, oid's can be omitted
from the textual representation completely without
any loss of information. For example the value of the
object &o24 can be written as:
{author: "Abiteboul",
author: "Hull",
author: "Vianu",
title: "Foundations of Databases",
publisher: "Addison Wesley"
}

Bib:&o1
{paper: &o12
{author: &o43
{firstname: &23 "Serge",
lastname: &76 "Abiteboul"},
title: &o63 "Querying semi-structured data",
year: &o42 1997,
references: &o24,
http: &o91
"http://www-rocq.inria.fr/~abitebou/pub
/icdt97.semistructured.ps"},
book: &o24
{author: &o23 "Abiteboul",
author: &o62 "Hull",
author: &o82 "Vianu",
title: &o97 "Foundations of Databases",
publisher: o22 "Addison Wesley"},
paper: &o29
{author: &o52 "Abiteboul",
author: &o96 {firstname: &243 "Victor",
lastname: &o206 "Vianu"},
title: &o93 "Regular path queries with constraints",
references: &o12,
references: &o24,
page: &o25 {first: &o64 122, last: &o92 133}}}

Figure 2: Textual representation of OEM data
allows more exibility in the data, like, for example, missing attributes in records, multiple occurrences of the same attribute, heterogeneous sets,
attributes with di erent types in di erent objects,
etc. One should also note that the analogy between
OEM and sets has its limitations. For example, in
OEM fa : fb : 1; c : 2g; a : fb : 1; c : 2gg is not equal
to fa : fb : 1; c : 2; gg. OEM is in this respect closer
to an object-oriented model, where objects have an
existence of their own.

Object Equality Like in object-oriented languages, there are two operators for testing object

Comparison to the Relational and OO Mod- equality: shallow equality returns true i the two
els A relation is a set of records [Ull89]. Both are the same object, and deep equality returns true
sets and records can be easily represented in OEM:
the set f5,2,9g can be represented as, say, felm:5,
elm:2, elm:9g, while a record [a=5, b="seven",
c=3.14] can be represented as fa:5, b:"seven",
c:3.14g. Sets are OEM objects where all attributes
are the same, and records are objects where all attributes are distinct. Relational data can be easily represented in OEM. On the other hand OEM

if the graphs accessible from the two objects are
isomorphic. Of course, none of the two equalities would identify fa : fb : 1; c : 2g; a : fb : 1; c : 2gg
with fa : fb : 1; c : 2; gg.

The UnQL Variation on the Data Model

A more radical approach is taken by the
data model in UnQL [BDS95, BDHS96], in
which
fa : fb : 1; c : 2g; a : fb : 1; c : 2gg
and
1 Here we use the term leaf as in trees, meaning a node
f
a : fb : 1; c : 2; gg are equal. Data is still a lawithout outgoing edges.
2 The original OEM textual representation has a slightly beled graph, but the model explicitly states that
two graphs G; G are equal if they are bisimilar .
di erent syntax.
0

The notion of bisimulation has bee used in non-well
founded set theory [Acz88] and in process algebra [Mil89], and equates two graphs when they \look
the same" when traversed from their respective roots.
Intuitively, two graphs are bisimilar if they become
isomorphic after (1) unfolding them into (possible
in nite) trees, and (2) eliminating duplicates at each
node. For fa : fb : 1; c : 2g; a : fb : 1; c : 2gg and
fa : fb : 1; c : 2; gg only (2) is needed, and they are
bisimilar. For a more complex example, the graphs
&o1fa:fa:&o1gg and &o2fa:&o2g are bisimilar,
a a a
since both unfold into the in nite chain !
!! : : :
The formal de nition of bisimulation can be found
in [BDS95, BDFS97].
2.2

Query Languages

Lorel LORE[QRS+95,

MAG+ 97, AQM+97]
(Lightweight Object REpository) is a general purpose data management system for semistructured
data, and Lorel is its query language. The following
Lorel query returns the titles of papers written since
1995:
select X.title
from Bib.paper X
where X.year > 1995

Lorel is derived from OQL, an object-oriented
query language [Cat96]. Queries bind variables X,
Y, ... to objects in the from clause, navigate using
path expressions, test conditions in the where clause,
and return objects in the select clause. There are
a few di erences from OQL however. The rst deals
with coercions. The query above will return a title if
its year is "1997" (a string) or 1997 (an integer).
A second di erence is the way missing attributes
are handled. OQL generates an error if the query is
applied to data missing a year or title attribute.
Lorel simply ignores papers missing any of these attributes.
A third di erence is that attributes can be either
singletons or sets. For example if X has several year
attributes, then X will be selected as long as at least
one of them is > 1995.
Finally, to query data with partially unknown
structure, Lorel introduces generalized path expressions . These extended OQL-like path expressions
with wild-cards and arbitrary regular expressions.
For example to nd all papers referenced directly or
indirectly by Ullman one could write:
select X.title
from Bib.paper X, Bib.paper Y
where Y.author.(lastname)? = "Ullman",

Y.(reference)+ = X

Here ( )? denotes an optional path expression, and
( )+ denotes the strict Kleene closure. Other regular expressions are Kleene closure ( ), concatenation
( ):( ), and alternation ( ) j ( ).
Lorel does not require a from clause, and has a rule
stating that common paths in the query correspond
to the same object (unless speci ed otherwise). For
instance the rst query above can be rewritten as:
select Bib.paper.title
where Bib.paper.year > 1997

UnQL A line of research [BBW92, BLS+94,

BNTW95] has advocated that query languages be
designed starting from the mathematical foundations of the language's data types. This approach
is tempting to follow, especially when one faces a
new, unfamiliar data model, like semistructured data:
it resulted in a new query construct called structural recursion for semistructured data, and lead
to the language UnQL (Unstructured Query Language) [BDS95, BDHS96]. Structural recursion is interesting in that it can express both queries and data
translations in a single, simple formalisms. By comparison, a select-from-where like in Lorel is limited
in the kind of translations it can express. We illustrate structural recursion next.
The rst example retrieves all integers in the
database:
(1) f(v)

= if isInt(v) then {result : v}
else {}
(2) f({})
= {}
(3) f({l : t}) = f(t)
(4) f(t1 U t2) = f(t1) U f(t2)

This is a de nition of a recursive function f by
pattern matching, with four rules. We illustrate its
computation on the database D in Fig. 2. Here D
= fBib : &o1g hence rule (3) applies, and f(D)
= f(&o1). Next &o1 = fpaper:&o12, book:&o24,
paper:&o29g, which is a union &o1 = fpaper:&o12g
U fbook:&o24g U fpaper:&o29g: hence rule (4)
applies twice, then rule (3) applies three times, and
we get f(&o12) U f(&o24) U f(&o29). Eventually
we reach the leaves, for which rule (1) applies:
the end result is fresult : 122, result : 133,
result : 1997g.
The second example illustrates a translation. It
takes some bibliography database and makes a copy
of it, converting all integers to strings in books, and
leaving integers untouched in other publications:

g(v)
= v
g({})
= {}
g({l : t}) = if l = book then {book : h(t)}
else {l : g(t)}
g(t1 U t2) = g(t1) U g(t2)
h(v)

= if isInt(v) then Int2String(v)
else v
h({})
= {}
h({l : t}) = {l : h(t)}
h(t1 U t2) = h(t1) U h(t2)

Here we have two mutually recursive functions: g
only looks for a book label and returns everything unchanged, while h converts Ints to Strings and leaves
everything else unchanged.
The general form of structural recursion consists
in a de nition of m  1 mutually recursive functions,
with certain restrictions. Each function f is de ned
by pattern matching, with four rules (as above) and
must return fg on fg and f(t1) U f(t2) on t1 U
t2 (rules 2 and 4). In the rule f(fl:tg) it may call
recursively f(t), and the other functions on t, and
use their values to construct the result. We refer the
reader to the references for further details.
Structural recursion for semistructured data has
a few nice properties: it has a clean semantics on
graphs with cycles3 , and is computable in PTIME on
any input data. One property is its potential for optimization. Since this is of special interest in practice,
we illustrate it next. Assume that we have to compute the query Q(D) = f(g(D)), i.e. apply the translation g rst, then apply f to the result (f, g, h
are de ned above, D is some bibliography database).
The meaning of this query is that it returns all integers except those in books. A naive execution of
this query would store the intermediate result D' =
g(D); this is inecient since its size is comparable to
that of the original data. However Q can be rewritten
into a single traversal given by:
q(v)

= if isInt(v) then {result : v}
else {}
q({})
= {}
q({l : t}) = if l = book then {} else q(t)
q(t1 U t2) = q(t1) U q(t2)

Expressing Translations with Skolem Functions A di erent approach to express translations

of semistructured data is with Skolem Functions.
Skolem Functions come from rst order logic [End72],
have been introduced in object-oriented systems by
Maier [Mai86], and have been extensively studied in
the context of deductive query languages by Hull and
Yoshikawa in [HY90]. For transforming semistructured data, they have been rst used by Papakonstantinou et al. [PAGM96] in the Mediator Speci cation Language MSL, and later in StruQL [FFLS97a,
FFLS97b], the query language of the Web site management system Strudel [FFK+ 98] and YATL, the
query language of the YAT data conversion system [CDSS98]. In all three applications transforming semistructured data is a central task, and Skolem
functions proved a useful technique to express such
translations. We illustrate Skolem functions next in
the context of Strudel.
Assume we have a bibliography data like in Fig. 1
and would like to construct a web site organized as
follows. (a) There is a root page, (b) it has links
to persons' pages (c) from each person's page there
are entries for each year when that person published,
and (d) each year entry has links to the actual publications. This can be achieved with the following
StruQL query:
where

Bib -> L -> X, X -> "year" -> Y
X -> "author".("lastname")? -> Z,
isString(Z),
create RootPage(), PersonPage(Z),
YearEntryPage(Z,Y)
link RootPage() -> "Person" -> PersonPage(Z),
PersonPage(Z)->"YearEntry"->YearEntryPage(Z,Y),
YearEntryPage(Z,Y) -> L -> X

Here RootPage, PersonPage, YearEntryPage are
Skolem Functions that create new oid's. By definition a Skolem function applied to the same inputs produces the same node oid: for example if
PersonPage("Abiteboul") is called twice, it will return the same oid. Note that YearEntryPage(Z,Y)
needs to have two arguments since we need a new
node for each author and for each year.

3 XML

The new query does not need an intermediate result
any more. Such a rewriting is a form of optimization: XML, "Extensible Mark-up Language" [Con98] is
other well-known optimizations like selection pushing a standard recently approved by the W3C that is
and join reordering can be expresses in similar ways. widely believed to become a universal format for data
exchange on the Web. XML supports electronic ex3 An operational way to deal with cycles is to memoize recursive calls and thus avoid in nite loops. There is a second, change of machine-readable data on the web, where
declarative semantics, which coincides with the operational as HTML currently supports exchange of humanone.
readable documents.

<Bib>
<paper id="o12" references="o24">
<author>
<firstname> Serge </firstname>
<lastname> Abiteboul </lastname>
</author>
<title> Querying ss data </title>
</paper>
<book id="o24">
<author> Abiteboul </author>
<author> Hull </author>
<author> Vianu </author>
<title> Foundations of Data Bases </title>
<publisher> Addison Wesley </publisher>
</book>
<paper id="o29", references = "o12,o24">
...
</paper>
</Bib>

Semistructured
XML
data model
attribute
tag
object
element
atomic value: string character data (CDATA)
int, oat, video, etc
strings only
It is important to note however that XML is only a
mark-up language, and does not have an associated
data model. The analogy between XML (syntax) and
the semistructured data model (semantics) has a few
rough points, which we discuss next. For a more general discussion on text models and conventional data
models we refer the reader to [RTW96].

Order XML documents are by de nition ordered

while the semistructured data model is unordered.
It is easy to make OEM fully ordered, by having a
complex object's value be an ordered set of (attribute,
object) pairs (i.e. a list as opposed to a set ). We
Figure 3: An Example of XML Data
could even consider a mixed OEM, in which some
objects are ordered while others are not. The hard
XML is a strict fragment of SGML. XML is part is to extend query languages to deal with order.
more powerful than HTML4 in three major re- We discuss this in Sec. 6.
spects [Bos97]:
Attributes XML elements may contain attributes ,
as in the following example:
1. Users can de ne new tag names at will.
2. Document structures can be nested to any level.

<paper>
<title textheight = "12pt">
This title is large
</title>
...
</paper>

3. Any XML document can contain an optional
description of its grammar for use by applications that need to perform structural validation. Here textheight is called an attribute (we will call it
The grammar portion is called DTD (Document XML-attribute
in the sequel to distinguish from the
Type Descriptor)
OEM-attributes), and "12pt" is its value. Each tag
may have several XML-attribute, value pairs; values
Data in XML is grouped into elements delimited are always strings. There are two ways to capture
by tags and elements can be nested. Figure 3 illus- XML-attributes in the semistructured data model.
trates an example of XML data. It contains three The rst is to blur the distinction between XMLpublications (two papers and a book). The strings en- attributes and tags. The above data becomes:
closed between < and >, like paper, author, title,
firstname, lastname, are called tags . Each start- <paper>
<title>
tag <abc> must have a matching end-tag </abc>,
<textheight> "12pt" </textheight>
and the XML fragment between these matching
<value> This title is large </value>
tags is called an element . We will explain id and
</title>
references below.
...
Data in XML is self-describing, and bears striking </paper>
similarities to semistructured data. The analogy can
be summarized in:
A possible useful variation is in [Tom89].
The second is to include XML-attributes in the
4 However, XML is not a superset of HTML, since the latter OEM model by associating a set of (XML-attribute,
does not require all tags to have a matching end tag.
value) pairs to each object.

References Elements can be given explicit oid's,

<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT

Bib
(paper|book)*>
paper (author+,title,year?,page?,http?)>
book
(author+,title,publisher?,year?)
author (\#PCDATA|firstname|lastname)*>
firstname (\#PCDATA)>
lastname
(\#PCDATA)>
title (\#PCDATA)>
year
(\#PCDATA)>
page
(first,last)>
http
(\#PCDATA)>
publisher (\#PCDATA)>
first (\#PCDATA)>
last
(\#PCDATA)>

and can refer to other elements' oids using reserved
XML-attributes5 . For example in Fig. 3 id is the attribute de ning an element's oid, and references is
an attribute referring to some other oid. Only three
elements in Fig. 3 have explicit oids: o12, o24, o29.
The de nition of XML leaves it up to the application
how interpret references, and only requires that all
referred oids be de ned. One possible interpretation
of the XML text in Fig. 3 is, of course, the data in
Fig. 1, but this is not the only choice. Under this
choice, if X is the rst paper (X = o12) then order
to get the publisher "Addison Wesley" we have to
write the path expression X.references.publisher,
Figure 4: An Example of a DTD
not X.references.book.publisher. Another possible interpretation is as a graph with labels on nodes
rather than edges: then the correct path would be In the applications of semistructured data one obX.references.book.publisher.
serves that the data often has some regular structure
which can, and should be exploited to address the
Links XML documents can have links to elements problems above. Researchers have looked for ways to
inside other XML documents. Like HTML anchors, describe and exploit regularities in the data's struclinks can cross server boundaries. Ignoring links in ture, without having to fully specify a rigid schema
the logical data model may result in huge eciency ahead of time. Proposals fall into two categories:
penalties. A proposal on how to take the link cost (1) Flexible schema formalisms, which are described
into account is made in WebSQL [MMM96]. The au- ahead of the data, and o er a continuous scale of
thors consider three kinds of links in their data model: how precise the data's structure is described: at an
intra-document, inter-document but intra-site, and extreme, there exists a \void" schema that does not
inter-sites. Path expressions in queries can specify impose any structure at all. Examples are graph
the three kinds of links and say, for example, that it schemas [BDFS97], description logics [DGM98],
is OK to traverse links as long as the target document Schema De nition Language [BM99]. (2) Inferred
schemas, which are inferred automatically from the
is on the same server.
data. These are rigid, and can describe the data's
structure quite accurately, and are recomputed, or incrementally updated, when the data changes. Examples are data guides [NUWC97, GW97], unary dataSemistructured data is self-describing. That is, the log types [NAM97], T-indexes [MS99].
schema is embedded with the data, and no a priori XML comes with its own kind of schemas, called
structure is assumed. This gives us exibility to pro- Document Type Descriptor (DTD). A DTD speci es,
cess (store, query, etc) any data, and we can deal with by means of regular grammars, how elements can be
changes in the data's structure seamlessly. But this nested. Fig. 4 illustrates a DTD for a bibliography
data like that in Fig. 3. The rst line says that a Bib
extreme view has a few drawbacks:
element may contain arbitrary book and or paper
 Data is inecient to store, since the schema elements, in any order. Next a paper element is deneeds to be replicated with each data item.
scribed by another regular expression. The order in
paper is imposed: there are  1 authors followed by
 Queries are hard to evaluate eciently: even a a title, then an optional year, etc. #PCDATA stands
simple regular path expression may require the for parsed character data , and means a string value
entire graph to be traversed.
or valid tags6.
As illustrated by the example, in a DTD one can
 Queries are hard to formulate: the user has
ne-tune the amount of structure imposed via regular
to rely on undocumented information about the
6 Note that the de nition of author allows any combinadata in order to formulate relevant queries.

4 Schemas and DTD's

tion of firstname, lastname elements or character data. There
These attributes are speci ed in the Document Type De- are restrictions on the use of #PCDATA: the regular expressions
scriptor.
#PCDATA | (firstname,lastname) is not allowed.
5

expressions: we can say that some elements are optional (e.g. year?, page?, etc.), allow for multiple occurrences of an attribute (e.g. author+), leave order
unspeci ed (in (paper|book)*). Order di erentiates
DTD's from the schemas considered for semistructured data (except for [BM99]). Even forgetting order, DTD's are more powerful than most schemas for
semistructured data: they can say, for example, that
\every book has an even number of authors".

5 A Case Study: XML-QL
XML-QL is a query language for XML designed by
carrying over techniques from semistructured data to
XML [DFF+ 98b, DFF+ 98a]. Its goals are to allow
XML data to be queried, translated, and integrated.
XML-QL incorporates many of the features of other
query languages for semistructured data, and extends
them to an ordered data model.

Pattern Matching XML-QL uses patterns in the
where

clause to extract data. For example:

Skolem Functions Since two of its intended ap-

plications are data translation and data integration,
XML-QL has Skolem functions. For example the following query constructs a database of authors by integrating a bibliography source with an information
source on patents.
where <paper> <author.lastname?> $a </>
<title> $t </>
</paper> in "www.a.b.c./bib.xml"
construct <person id=PersonNode($a)>
<name> $a </>
<papertitle> $t </>
</person>
where <patent> <applicant> $x </>
<description> $d </>
</patent> in "www.patents.org/filed.xml"
construct <person id=PersonNode($a)>
<name> $a </>
<patenttitle> $d </>
</person>

6 Challenges for Semistructured Data

where <book>
<publisher><name>Addison-Wesley</></>
<title> $t</>
XML creates new challenges for semistructured data,
<author> $a</>
derived both from the mismatches described earlier
</> in "www.a.b.c/bib.xml"
and
from XML's predicted applications. For some
construct <result>
of
these
challenges, inspiration can be found in the
<author> $a</>
techniques
developed for processing tagged text, and
<title> $t</>
SGML
in
particular,
for which there exists an ex</>

returns all (author,title) pairs of books published by
Addison-Wesley. Note that </> is a shorthand for
ending tags (</publisher> or </name> etc.) and
variables are preceded by $. Patterns extend to other
XML components, like XML-attributes.

Tag Variables and Regular Expressions
The following query retrieves all publications by

Abiteboul:

where <$p> <title> $t </title>
<$e.lastname?> Abiteboul </>
</> in "www.a.b.c/bib.xml",
$e in {author, editor}
construct <$p> <title> $t </title> </>

Here $p is a tag variable , and will be bound to tags
like book, paper, etc. Similarly, $e can be bound to
either author or editor. Tags can now be regular
path expressions, like <$e.lastname?>

tensive literature (see e.g. [Loe94, BBT92, ST94,
Mac91]). While some of these techniques are de nitely of interest, many are limited given their restricted view of the text as a parse tree, and are ill
suited for some of XML's applications (e.g. data integration). We enumerate here a possible list of research challenges, which is, by necessity, biased by
the author's own taste and interests.

Order Order was considered a side issue in
semistructured data, but it becomes a central problem for XML. Models for text databases do have order, but their query languages are more limited (e.g.
lack joins or the ability to construct new data). We
have explained earlier how OEM can be extended into
an ordered data model. For the query language, this
creates two problems:


How can we inquire the order in the input ?



How can we order the query's output ?

For the rst problem, XML-QL has index variables which can, at a minimum, test the order of
sub-objects. For example consider the query \ nd
all papers published by Abiteboul and Vianu where
Vianu is the rst author":
where <Bib.paper> <title> $T </title>
<author>[$i] Vianu </>
<author>[$j] Abiteboul </>
$i < $j
</>
construct <result> $t </>

Here $i and $j are index variables and are bound to
numbers (0, 1, 2, . . . ) corresponding to the positions
of the two author sub-objects. (They are not necessarily 0 and 1, because, e.g. title, or year could
occur earlier.) The query selects only those titles for
which Vianu occurs before Abiteboul. In the case
of a mixed model, if some paper node is unordered,
we may safely assume that $i, $j are not bound, i.e.
that paper will not contribute to the result. Index
variables are limited to single edges. It is not clear
how to handle order in the case of more complex path
expressions.
For the second problem, one can order the query's
output with an ordered-by clause, like in SQL. Consider the following query in Lorel extended with an
ordered-by clause:
select X.title
from Bib.paper X
where X.author.lastname = "Vianu"
ordered-by X.year

This lists paper titles in order of their year of publication. Papers without an year are not listed. In
case of ties (i.e. same year) the order in the input
data is preserved. We would like to extend this last
rule to queries without ordered-by, and say that in
that case one just preserves the order in the input.
But we need to be more precise here. For example
consider the following (unlikely) query:
select Y.author.lastname
from Bib.book X,
X.references Y, Y.references Z
where X.publisher = "Addison-Wesley"
ordered-by Z.year

What does it mean for this query to \preserve the
order in the input" ? We suggest a possible answer7,
which is meant to illustrate the diculties rather
than be a de nite answer. Start by introducing variables in all path expressions in select, where, and
ordered-by:
7

This is also the semantics adopted by XML-QL.

select N
from Bib.book X,
X.reference Y, Y.reference Z,
Y.author.lastname N, Z.year U
where X.publisher = "Addison-Wesley"
ordered-by U

Fix a total order on the nodes in the input database.
This order depends on the data only (not the query)
and can be recomputed and stored with the data. It
could be the order given by the text representation of
the data, or, when no text representation is available,
it could be obtained by a depth- rst or breadth- rst
graph traversal. Use this order to sort lexicographically all bindings of the variables (U, X, Y, Z, N):
note the order in which the variables are listed (U is
rst, because it appears in ordered-by, the others
are in the order mentioned by the query). Finally
project on the variable N.
Finally, we only mention that, in the context of
query languages with declarative updates, one also
needs to worry about being able to insert new objects
at speci c places in lists.

XML Data Translation Di erent organizations
may choose di erent DTD's to structure semantically
related data (e.g. two purchase-order catalogs may
organize data about shoes di erently); in order to be
exchanged, data needs to be converted. Inside one
organization a DTD may evolve over time, and old
data needs to be converted into the new structure.
These are only two examples illustrating the need for
data translation. Translation of XML data raises two
problems:
 Given two DTD's D1; D2 and a query Q, check
that all XML data instances of type D1 will indeed be translated into instances which of type
D2.
 Given two DTD's how can we automate, or semiautomate the translation process ?
The rst problem is a type inference problem, and has
not been addressed so far in semistructured data (except in a restricted setting in [BDFS97]). The second
problem has been addressed in [ACM97, MZ98].
Type checking As mentioned before type checking is important in data translation. In a broader
sense it can be used to assist the user in query formulation. Given the DTD in Fig. 4, a path expression like Bib.paper.address doesn't make sense
(since the tag address is not mentioned in the DTD),
and the system may issue a warning to the user,

rather than just return an empty result. A more
subtle hint can be given for a path expression like
Bib.book.*.lastname: here the system may warn
the user that * can only be bound to author.

Optimization McHugh and Widom describe a traditional query optimizer for Lorel in [MW97]. Queries
are translated into query execution plans, which use
a rich set of physical operators, and these in turn are
optimized.
Other researchers have considered schema-based
query optimizations (a kind of semantic optimization). Assume the query condition Bib.*.last =
130. Without schema information, a query processor has to traverse the entire data to search for the
attribute last. Now assume that the data's structure is described by the DTD in Fig. 4. Only a
Bib.(paper|book).page path can lead to a last attribute. This o ers a useful hint to the query processor: do not follow, say, author links. Such an
optimization is called query pruning in [FS98], and
can be achieved by a process similar to that of constructing the product automaton of two automata;
it has been shown to yield a guaranteed \optimal"
query (under certain assumptions). But query pruning has only been described for single path queries
and a restricted kind of schemas (graph schemas):
DTD's are richer, and they may interact in subtle
ways with more complex queries.
Some researchers have addressed query optimization from a theoretical angle. Abiteboul and
Vianu [AV97] consider path equations . For example,
considering a database of assemblies and parts,
the equation part.(subpart)*.description
= catalog.partdescription
says
that
all descriptions can be reached directly
through the catalog.
Then the query

Distributed Evaluation XML links extend and

generalize HTML anchors: an XML document may
contain links to objects residing in other XML documents. Links may cross server and organization
boundaries, similarly to HTML anchors. This poses
serious challenges to query evaluation.
A naive solution is of course to down-load all interlinked XML documents in a centralized site, and evaluated the query locally. This is impractical in most
cases. A more sensible approach is to start evaluating the query at the root site, then ship the query to
the remote site whenever a link is reached. A problem arises if the remote site is not responding, or if it
doesn't accept the same query language. Assuming
it does return some result, we proceed with the query
evaluation at the root site until we reach another link,
and so on. An improvement would be to anticipate
all possible query shippings and bundle them into a
single TCP connection. This approach was pursued
in [Suc96] and in more depth in [Suc97]. That work
shows that single path expressions can be evaluated
with only two connections between the root site and
all the other sites, while more complex queries can
still be evaluated with a xed number of connections,
but that number may depend on the query. Those
techniques are described in the general framework of
semistructured data, and do not consider any schema
information. By contrast XML data will most likely
be described by DTD's, which can make pretty clear
which data fragments reside on which sites. This information must be used in order to evaluate queries
eciently on distributed XML data.

Ecient Storage Current research prototypes us-

ing semistructured data store the data as a graph.
The schema is thus stored with every data item.
This is often an unnecessarily conservative approach.
When a DTD is given, XML data can be stored more
eciently. One way is to store it in an object-oriented
part.(subpart)*.description.section.paragraph database, using a one-to-one mapping between the
can be replaced with the simpler elements in the DTD and the classes in the objectoriented database: each element in the XML data
catalog.partdescription.section.paragraph.
In general, we have a set of path equations E becomes an object. Christophides et al. [CACS94] deand would like to decide whether two given path scribe this method in detail, in the context of SGML
expressions p1; p2 are equal. The authors in [AV97] and the O2 database. For the case of a text-retrieval
have shown the surprising result that this problem is system, this method may lead to unnecessary fragdecidable, and moreover shown that its complexity mentation of the SGML data [KKEX97, MKK96]:
is tractable under certain restrictions. More complex here the proposed solution consists in making the
queries are considered in [FLS98]: the authors mapping between the objects in SGML and the
show that containment and equivalence conjunctive database con gurable. Some SGML objects are
queries with regular path expressions decidable, and, stored in textual form, thus increasing the granularmoreover, for a restricted case, the complexity is NP. ity of the storage. When that object is fetched, it
Both results are still at a theoretical level and have needs to be parsed.
not yet been applied in a practical framework.
A more radical approach could be to deploy data
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